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About This Game

Commandos 3: Destination Berlin is a game of real-time tactics that places you in command of an elite unit of Special Forces
behind enemy lines in the European theater of World War II. From the shores of France to the heart of the Third Reich, strike

fast from land or sea infiltrating hostile territories and conducting raids to disrupt the German war machine.
Key Game Features:

Engage the enemy across Europe, from the Eastern front of Stalingrad, to the Gestapo Headquarters in Berlin, to the D-
Day assault on Omaha Beach, each offering unique tactical situations and more action than ever before in the series.

Navigate detailed interior and exterior environments using ambushes, assaults, stealth and sabotage to disrupt enemy
advances.

Prepare your commandos for a variety of strategies as enemy bombing raids destroy and alter the surrounding
environment, requiring you to change your tactics on the fly.

Experience WWII warfare head-to-head in a variety of all new deathmatch and cooperative multiplayer modes.

Improved accessibility: Commandos 3: Destination Berlin features more detailed, smaller maps providing more action-
orientated missions that form part of an overall campaign.
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Title: Commandos 3: Destination Berlin
Genre: Action
Developer:
Pyro Studios
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2003

 a09c17d780 

Operating System: Microsoft Windows 98SE/2000/XP (Admin rights required), Pentium III 700 Mhz (or Athlon(tm)
equivalent) Windows 7 Service Pack 1 and above are unsupported at this time.
Graphics: 128 MB on Windows 98SE, 256 on Windows 2000/XP, 32 MB DirectX 9 compatible 3D Graphics card (nVidia
GeForce or Ati Radeon Chipset), Windows 98SE/2000/XP-compatible sound card (100% DirectX 9-compatible)
Hard Drive Space: 2 GB free disk space
Other: mouse and keyboard.
Multiplayer Requirements: Pentium® III 1.0 GHz (or Athlon(tm) equivalent), 256 MB, 64 MB GeForce or ATI Radeon
equivalent, LAN, ADSL or Cable Modem
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You play as the british love child of Albert Einstein and Willy Wonka. After presumably having taken a copious amount of
recreational drugs you, your two gun loving buddies and your chicken come up with the greatest idea of all time. " Let's get
inside a hollow cannonball with a limited amount of oxygen and fire ourselves straight into the moon, I bet we'll find some
gnarly moon people" said the chicken. And it was so.

I'm incredibly invested in the narritive so far and the intense gameplay made for an incredible experience not to mention the
otherworldly brilliance of the graphics and sound design. I give this a 10/10. I can't wait for the upcoming sequel that was
announced at this year's E3, there's been rumours that you'll finally be able to play as the chicken in the DLC.. love the game so
far, with flightstick. so far only at level 2 but i love the way it handles and how it sounds. only downside is that i don't know
when i am locking on to enemies.. I can't believe I didn't write a review of this game when I played it a handful of months ago. I
loved it, it was free, and the title alone sold me on playing it. Well worth anyone's time to AT LEAST try it.

If you're a fan of adventure games, give it a go. It's completely free, and the lore is fascinating. Art style is singular and superb.
Very interesting cast of characters.. A lot of fun to play, definitely worth the buy if your into 2d games. Gives off the nostalgia
feel of playing smw. :). I bought the season pass because I got the game on sale for $15. This expansion is hardly noticeable, it
adds variation to an already diverse roster and small time quickly finished quests in an already heavily marked and messy map
of quests. Worth $5, maybe $10 if you love the game. $15 should buy both tribes wait for a sale. Best $3.74 I ever spent(on a
game). Off-Road Drive > Spintires. The only thing Spintires has going for it is the mud simulation(which is 100x better). Other
than that though, this game is the real "Ultimate Off-Road Driving Experience". I'm, also, so glad I waited to purchase it until
after being so disappointed by Spintires. Helped ease the pain a bit. Just wish someone would hurry up and make Off-Road
Drive 2.. You can pick up back the shurikens that you throw Such realism.. 11\/10 Wow much. Would be a decent game of the
genre if it had a decent vocabulary. It does not recognize many basic english words.
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I found the lack of instructions frustrating when I first played this game a few days back. But the new version released yesterday
is a great improvement. I'm happy I contributed money to this game as the developer is clearly making progress. I look forward
to seeing where it goes.. Screams and laughter sums up the experience so far with this game.

That's a good thing.

As the other reviews have said, it's fairly.

There's bound to be bugs right now, but it's nothing too big that'll hinder your overall experience.

I recommened playing with a group of friends to make it more enjoyable!. Have been playing this game for a few hours and
there is no way to balance the budget.

First, no matter what you do, there is always more cash leaving than coming in. You can check the demand, produce based on
demand, adjust price to off set production costs and allow for a profit, but there is still negative monthly cashflow.

9 products in total, all balanced based on demand, production costs, transport cost, and i even did the math to make a profit on
expenses like research, but still negative.

Fix this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Excellent game. Good game mechanics. Had fun!
I would have prefer more sophisticated graphics but it does the trick.
Very good immersion.
thx for the hard work!
:). A very easy way to collect Achievements. In my oppinion it totally worths its prise! 1€ for 5000 Achievements. ^^. Old but
Gold :D
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